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 School Overview 
(Note: Anyone reading this revisit report could refer to our May 2016 report found HERE  to get 
a better understanding of our best practices, culture, etc.)   
 
Northmead Elementary serves  Kindergarten through 5th grade students.  Northmead is a proud 
member of the No Excuses University Network of schools whose goal is the success of all 
students through the constant improvement of the six exceptional systems.  Northmead 
Elementary’s motto is “Where Character Counts and College is for Certain.”  Northmead 
Elementary has placed a conscious effort to make this motto the cornerstone of how our school 
functions.  Character Counts is a program that highlights six pillars of character and we have 
adapted these traits into Northmead Elementary’s school rules. At Northmead we believe that 
by teaching character we can create an environment across the campus that helps students 
learn.  In relation to College for Certain, we do not mean that we expect every one of our 
students to someday pick a career that requires a college degree; it means we expect every 
student to be prepared to go to college if they choose to go.  Improving our academic practices 
and focusing students to this goal have become part of the fabric that makes Northmead 
Elementary such a great school. 
 
The school is staffed with 24 general education classroom teachers, 2 special day class teachers, 
2 autism teachers, 1 special education resource teacher, and 1 speech/language therapist. In 
addition, our school has part-time staff (such as music teacher) to further our student’s 
experience and support at school.  Northmead Elementary is home to 579 students.  Of these 
students 81 % are socioeconomically disadvantaged, 39% are English learners, and 16 % have a 
designated disability.  
 
Northmead has seen a trend of academic growth on state assessments since 2013, and had the 
best overall scores in ELA and Math on the CAASPP in our district again last year.   Northmead 
now exceeds the county average in both subject areas at every grade level; thus highlighting 
our growth as this is something not seen when we were monitored on the CSTs.   In fact, each 
grade level has individually exceeded the state average in either ELA or Math for first time ever.  
 
In English Language Arts, Northmead Elementary students exceeded the county average in 
every grade; topping the state average in 4th and 5th grades, despite a dip seen in 5th grade 
last year.  (see chart below).  Northmead’s EL students exceeded the county average of who 
met or exceeded standard as well.  31% compared to 17% in third, 16% compared to 13% in 
fourth, and 23% compared to 10% in fifth. 
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https://drive.google.com/a/patterson.k12.ca.us/file/d/0ByMj3ApdNiyTZ1hwOXlZc1cwSU0/view?usp=sharing


 
 
In Mathematics, Northmead Elementary students exceeded the county average in every grade; 
topping the state average in 3rd and 5th grades, despite a dip seen in 5th grade last year (see 
chart below). Northmead’s EL students exceeded the county average of who met or exceeded 
standard as well.  48% compared to 21% in third, 13% compared to 9% in fourth, and 14% 
compared to 6% in fifth. 
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  Prepare Students to Be College and Career Ready 
 

LOCAL CONTROL ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN – PJUSD WILL PREPARE STUDENTS TO BE COLLEGE AND CAREER READY. 
 

Summary from May 2016:   
Parents and students were able to articulate key components of the NEU/UP Philosophy and discussed 
field trips to universities.  Students had clearly identified post-secondary plans.  Evidence of classroom 
implementation through powerful symbolism was displayed and noted during the visit.  Northmead’s 
integration of both college and career readiness, along with strong Character Counts program was 
observed in the respectful manner with which students interacted both in the classroom and on the 
playground. 
 
Commendations from May 2016 and Update on Continual Success: 
 
❖ Northmead is commended for applying and being accepted into the “No Excuses University” 

network. 
➢ Northmead Elementary continues to integrate the 6 exceptional systems into our school 

practices and culture.  We continue to have college conversations centered around our 
rallies.   We have striven to these messages  more comprehensible to students and have 
created presentations of these messages through Google Slides and as YouTube videos 
shown before the rally activities begin.   We have continued to do mini assemblies and 
classroom talks every month on college chats tied to reading as well.   We are currently 
looking to add lessons found in “College Conversions”, which is a book given to 
participants at our NEU National convention, to strengthen both of these avenues used to 
communicate these college lessons to students.  

 
❖ Strong teacher collaboration has provided a sense of community, stability and consistency in the 

application of NEU and given life to Northmead’s motto:  “Where Character Counts and College is 
For Certain”. 

➢ Northmead Elementary continues to have strong collaborative teams even with the new 
ELA adoptio.  This level of collegial conversation was cited as a strength and continues 
today.  While books like Jim Collins’ Good to Great, Steven Covey’s The Speed of Trust, and 
Damien Lopez’s No Excuses University have all served as a catalyst for deep collaboration 
maintaining this is not easy.  There is a realization that we need to have honest 
conversations to help build each other’s weaknesses, share our strengths, and figure out 
the challenges together for the greater good of all students.   Teachers continue to get 
together weekly to collaborate for this purpose.   The informal rule at the site is that 
individuals should not seek fidelity to programs but rather focus on standards, and thus 
teams must hold a high level of cohesiveness with one another to keep a system of fidelity 
in place. Northmead’s honest culture has shown through and continues as teachers at 
Northmead have real conversations where the goal is for everyone to be better, in the 
end, for our students. 
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❖ Parent nights have helped communicate this message and reinforced parents’ roles in their 
children’s educations. 

➢ Northmead Elementary continues to hold grade level specific parent nights and is working 
this year to adjust our well attended Holiday Night in December so that we can increase 
opportunities for parent growth and lessons on how to reinforce education with their 
students. 

 
Recommendations from May 2016 and Update on Progress: 
 
❖ There is a need at all sites,  including Northmead, to develop early financial aid planning workshops 

for parents to understand resources available to fund college tuition. 
➢ Northmead had brought in PHS counselors to discuss financial aid planning and A-G 

requirements at an ELAC meeting last November.  A district lead Parent University also 
conveyed this information last year.  Northmead is looking to provide a session for 
parents during our restructured Holiday Night in December on this topic as well.  

 
❖ Continue identifying developmentally appropriate assignments and activities related to college and 

career that can be embedded into a digital portfolio for students.  
➢ The implementation of a K-12 career portfolio is now a district expectation.   Grade level 

teams have spent collaboration time to discuss how to meet this expectation.  All teachers 
at Northmead Elementary embed college/career lessons throughout the school year. 
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  Highly Qualified Employees, Tech, and CCSS Aligned 
Materials 

 
LOCAL CONTROL ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN – PJUSD WILL PROVIDE HIGHLY QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES, 
TECHNOLOGY AND CCSS ALIGNED MATERIALS TO ENSURE ALL STUDENTS WILL MEET THEIR POTENTIAL 
 
Summary from May 2016:  
Northmead Staff has taken advantage of the trainings that have been offered in the district as well as 
collaboration time that has been set aside.  There is a strong sense of “teamwork” as grade level meet 
weekly and plan lessons together.  The intervention lab runs smoothly but also provided quality 
intervention to grade levels 1st - 5th. The use of technology was not evidenced in the walkthrough but 
chrome carts are available to grade levels on a rotation basis.  
 
Commendations from May 2016 and Update on Continual Success:  

 
❖ Strong variety of Professional Development opportunities for teachers. 

➢ PD is heavily supported by the district office via our TOSAs and DLTs.  The site continues to 
share and offer PD through SCOE and other agencies.  We also continue to have a best 
practice of holding mini PD during our staff meetings.  We do this by holding a set agenda 
item called “Technology Corner” in which staff presents a 5-10 minute mini PD.  Over the 
years the topics have ranged from how to log entries into Aeries to how to create a Khoot! 
teacher survey.  We also continue to highlight best practices at staff meetings during our 
“Teacher Corner”.  These can include writing strategies or practices such as grade level 
“buddies”. 

 
❖ Quality intervention lab with differentiated instruction in place for 1st - 5th grade. 

➢ Northmead continues to offer an intervention lab to differentiate instruction for our 
students.  We have increased support staff and now offer a push in model for intervention 
to Kindergarten and 1st grade students.  This has allowed us to offer some math 
intervention groups in the afternoons for 4th grade students.  Creating rotation blocks 
that also support intervention students at the same time is a painstaking process led by 
our RS teachers, but the result is that this 45 minute block is more targeted and 
intervention students are not pulled out of core instruction.  

 
❖ Strong use of academic language in classroom lessons 

➢ Northmead teachers continue to use strong academic language in lessons.  
 

❖ Evidence of life, academic and leadership skills being addressed 
➢ Northmead continues to offer student leadership opportunities to students.  Academic 

and life skills continued to be addressed in the aforementioned chats and in mini 
assemblies for 4th and 5th grader students; such as on goal setting next month.  
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Recommendations from May 2016 and Update on Progress: 
 
❖ Offer Professional Development to classified personnel. 

➢ Northmead continues to hold quarterly site meetings for paraeducators as PD 
opportunities.    Custodial staff are given PD opportunities via trainings offered by our 
Custodial Supervisor Dan Saavedra.  Northmead’s office staff has been given PD 
opportunities, such as how to utilize Aeries, through the district.  Pro-Act Trainings on 
de-escalation and restraint techniques were given to paraeducators working with special 
education students; these were well attended by Northmead staff.   Northmead has 
offered two paraeducators access to a conference through CSEA in February.  Classified 
staff have also been invited to conferences such as ETC.  

 
❖ Provide more professional development in technology for staff, students and parents. 

➢ Northmead has offered mini PD to teachers in the area of technology in something called 
“tech corner” which occurs at our monthly staff meetings.  This was mentioned above. 
ETC and CUE have been offered to help drive educational technology opportunities.  In 
addition to this, the district has gone above and beyond in this area; providing a multitude 
of PD opportunities to staff through our TOSAs.   Students are given lessons on technology 
use in the classrooms; such as utilizing Google for Education Apps.  Parent PD in 
technology was offered during district Parent University on Aeries last year and will be a 
topic teachers will bring to our Winter Parent Night event.  This parent night will be 
evolving this year to allow opportunities for PD to parents in a more formalized setting 
than we had done in the past.  

 
❖ Strengthen integration of  technology into daily lessons  

➢ Northmead is now one to web in all 1st through 5th grade classrooms.  The use of 
technology has increased dramatically since our last visit.  Zearn for mathematics has 
added a new layer of technology integration into daily lessons.  Our new adoption of 
Wonders is heavily embedded with technological tools that teachers are eagerly 
integrating into daily lessons.  We have also supported technology integration into science 
with the addition of supplemental programs like Mystery Science.  Technology is also 
utilized during group time through programs such as Lexia or Starfall.  

 
❖ Connect purpose and application of strategies and content across grade levels. 

➢ Teacher trainings on Wonders have provided opportunities to see how the program 
evolves across grade levels.  Teachers have also been exposed to some math articulation 
at the site, but more can still be done with both programs as we develop a more intricate 
understanding of each of them respectively.  
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Provide a Safe and Welcoming Environment 
 
LOCAL CONTROL ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN – PJUSD WILL PROVIDE A SAFE AND WELCOMING 
ENVIRONMENT WHERE STUDENTS ATTEND AND ARE CONNECTED TO SCHOOL 

 
Commendations from May 2016 and Update on Continual Success:  
❖ Attendance monitoring is evident as indicated by a 94.8% attendance rate. 

➢ Northmead has placed a concerted effort to monitor and reinforce attendance rates.  Our 
rate at the end of Q1 was at 96% daily attendance.  We have increased awareness of 
attendance and made good attendance one of the qualifications of earning “Student of 
the Month”.  

 
❖ Students and staff are motivated in keeping their campus clean. 

➢ Students continue to do this.  Kinder has made the concept of keeping the campus clean 
part of their lessons and teachers model keeping our campus clean.  They have created 
the No Big Deal Club.  Setting the expectation in kindergarten, and reinforcing it through 
our updated school rules, has helped to keep this a area of strength at the site. 

 
❖ Students and staff have bought into the district recycling program. 

➢ Northmead was one of the first to implement recycling strategies in our cafeteria. 
Teachers carry out lessons in their classrooms using the EEI curriculum; one teacher even 
sharing it out in SDC/LH IEP meetings as work that her student does in the general 
education setting.  

 
❖ Administration meets routinely with custodial staff to address any concerns regarding facilities. 

➢ Weekly informal meetings still occur.  We will also hold monthly meetings to plan 
activities and discuss facilities.  

 
Recommendations from May 2016 and Update on Progress: 
❖ Some classrooms need more detailed cleaning 

➢ We had seen a major improvement in this area and created a very detailed nightly 
custodial schedule. Certificated staff and administration had noted a very high level of 
cleaning at the site. We have had changes to this due to movement of custodial staff 
and a need to pull night custodians to help with district shortages in both custodial 
and grounds.  Substitute custodial staff have been difficult to find this year.  Site 
administration has created a newly adopted schedule last month to give additional 
time once a week to address more detailed cleaning that will be implemented when 
our new night custodian is hired at a TBD date.  

  
❖ We identified class rooms that needed trim painted 

➢ Doors and trim were painted after our TQR visit.  Subsequently, we have painted 
doors and interior classrooms that needed paint as well.  Some new areas need trim 
painted at this time and will be added to our winter projects. 
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❖ HVAC in some of the rooms need to be calibrated 

➢ This area was addressed following our last TQR but our HVAC units have not been 
given regular maintenance.  Instead they are only looked at when they are found to be 
faulty or in need of repair.  Our new director of facilities and maintenance  is working 
on a recurring maintenance schedule to address things such as changing HVAC filters.  

 
 

Meaningful Partnerships with Stakeholders 
 
LOCAL CONTROL ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN – PJUSD WILL CULTIVATE MEANINGFUL PARTNERSHIPS WITH 
PARENTS, FAMILIES AND COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS IN ORDER TO SUPPORT STUDENT SUCCESS IN 
SCHOOL. 
 
Commendations from May 2016 and Update on Continual Success: 
 

❖ Parents feel there is strong and effective collaboration among staff/faculty. 
➢ Teachers continue to collaborate well and have a high level of congeniality that is 

evident amongst the families on campus.  
 

❖ Parents feel comfortable and welcome coming in to the front office. 
➢ Parents continue to highlight how welcome they feel on campus; something noted in 

Facebook posts and conversations during ELAC, SSC, and other school events. 
 

❖ Parents feel respected by staff/faculty. 
➢ Same as above. Parents continually mention how they appreciate the “family feel” of 

Northmead Elementary.  They have pointed out that they feel welcome to attend 
events and also to talk with staff regarding concerns, and progress their child may be 
making.  

 
❖ Strong connection between staff and students. 

➢ Creating connections with students is something that is reinforced by site 
administration as a best practice to help with behavior management and engagement. 
It is evident that this is still a strength during our Cycle of Inquiry as teachers were 
able to articulate non-academic information about students in addition to updating on 
progress and scores.  

 
❖ Students feel connected to school and valued by staff 

➢ Northmead students continue to buy into the school culture and look forward to 
things such as morning messages, rallies, character club, and other special events. 
California Healthy Kids Survey Data showed that 90 percent of students reported that 
teachers or grown ups at school care about them and that 93 percent of students 
reported that teacher or grown ups at school believe they can do a good job. 
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❖ Parents and students feel staff are approachable and accessible 

➢ As mentioned during ELAC, SSC, and other school events, parents have thanked 
teachers and administration for making them feel comfortable in approaching them 
regarding concerns. Parents have made mention that they appreciate the fact that 
they are “heard,” and that there is follow through when those concerns are brought 
up. 

 
❖ Parents feel heard and that timely communication exists from teachers and administrators 

➢ Same as above. 
 
Recommendations from May 2016 and Update on Progress: 
 

❖ Continue to strengthen inclusion of all parents and parent groups. 
➢ We have three major parent groups at the site.  These include our SSC, ELAC, and our 

PTO.  We have tried to strengthen the bond between these groups as a means to 
increase parent engagement and participation.  ELAC meetings include agenda items 
to inform the SSC in recommending site activities/events and possible expenditures. 
PTO also works to help supplement and support our site plan.  

 
❖ Continue outreach efforts to involve Spanish speaking parents.  

➢ We have worked to include more parent involvement notification through the use of 
Peach Jar, Facebook, and Aeries Communication notifications. These notifications are 
always in their native language.  We have also made sure that most of our automated 
calls are recorded by a Spanish speaking individual to ensure they are accurent and 
friendly.  We are also looking into “coffee” dates with Mr. Silveira and Mrs. Huerta as 
it was recommended by our ELAC parents. 

 
❖ Acknowledge “improved” student attendance. 

➢ Northmead has worked to communicate the importance of attendance and to 
recognize students who have shown improved attendance.  September was set aside 
as Attendance Awareness Month and the site participated in thematic dress days to 
encourage good attendance.  Banners and fliers also highlight the importance of 
attendance.  We have included attendance as one of the criteria for Student of the 
Month. We have continued to give classroom incentives for attendance such as 
popcorn parties and the coveted Iron Man trophy.  We are also recognizing students 
recommended by Mr. Posey for improved attendance. Overall our school has seen an 
improvement in our attendance rates since our last TQR. 

 
❖ Consider cross-age mentors within site or of high school students.. 

➢ Northmead has class buddies with kinder and 2nd grades, something highlighted in 
our teacher corner.  2nd graders read to kinder buddies.  This is beneficial to both 
students and encourages good character as well as reading. 
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